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The challenge: advise reliable policy in 
water management

• Water management policies usually target the agricultural sector

• Policies are informed by models



Conventional models do not consider
interdependency



Can deep uncertainty be addressed with 
conventional modeling tools?

How do we convey uncertainty to stakeholders?



Handbook for actionable science

• Modeling human and natural systems dynamics demands 
socio-ecological science

• Quantifying uncertainty requires ensembles and scenario 
discovery (both are complex topics that need to be properly 
conveyed to non-scientists)

• We need to use the language of policymakers (use their 
models (if possible) also if they are not the state-of-the-art)



TALANOA approach: a modular hierarchy

• Individual components (modules) are easy to understand

• Their interactions generate new outcomes that could not be 
predicted by each system in isolation (cascading 
uncertainties)

• Uncertainty sampled through ensembles of models & 
scenarios



Our approach: a modular hierarchy
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The natural system ensemble



The socioeconomic system
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The Douro river basin in Spain



Hydroclimatic ensembles results



Socioeconomic results



Micro-macroeconomic feedbacks, usually ignored in 
conventional socioeconomical modeling, give us critical 
information to advice policy under climate change in the 
future.

Only microeconomic simulation consistently 
overestimates profit losses



Thank you for the attention
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